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Wilmot Growing Together
It is an exciting time to be a member of
Wilmot United Church!
As a downtown church, we actively
carry out our mission through many
wonderful programs and services.
However, Wilmot Council felt the time
was right to take a step back, refocus
and to thoughtfully and prayerfully discern God’s plan for Wilmot over the
next decade. Members attending the
2019 annual meeting authorized the
engagement of a consultant to help the
congregation with this discernment
process.

Rev. Ellen Beairsto
506-206-1943
ellen.beairsto2
@gmail.com

Organist
Virginia Leiter

Music Director
Steven Peacock

usz-King was subsequently selected to
fill this role.

Church Office

Eric is a Diaconal Minster with the
United Church of Canada, currently
residing in Sackville N.B. Since he was
commissioned in 1978, Eric started his
ministry in a congregation in Moncton,
New Brunswick, as part of a team ministry responsible for education, outreach and pastoral care. He also has
worked in the international arena of
global development education on General Council staff in Toronto and has
had a Maritime Conference staff role in
the areas of social, economic, and environmental justice. Eric is one of the

Marlene Phillips

is published several times
a year by Wilmot United
Church, Fredericton, New
Brunswick. Opinions
expressed in any issue of
Words from Wilmot are the
views of individual
writers, and do not
necessarily represent the
viewpoint of the
congregation.

founding members of Diakonia of The
United Church of Canada.
Eric is working with a Steering Committee
consisting of Shirley Cleave, Craig Frame,
Ron Buck and Blaine and Anne Marie Atkinson.
WHY NOW?
 Demographics in our congregation and
within our larger community are
changing. Social values and needs are
shifting. As well, during the past several years Wilmot has undertaken a
number of key initiatives that together
provide valuable information for members of the congregation to now consider alternatives for our congregation
over the next 10 years. These included:
 A process to consider potential property development (that resulted in a decision not to proceed);
 A discernment process leading to becoming an affirming congregation;
 A structural engineering study providing a 10-year master plan for an estimated $1.35 million dollars worth of
work required
on our physical
structures (i.e.,
church, hall,
and “old”
manse) just to
maintain their
integrity.
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WHAT DO WE HOPE TO ACHIEVE?
A compelling 10 year vision for WUC:
That has clear measurable pathways; that the
congregation can collectively embrace and
actively live going forward; that actively engages key sectors of the Fredericton community as partners in helping to achieve the vision; and that is recognized by communitiesof-interest, as a vision WUC is striving to
achieve.

 In addition to using a strong spiritual
lens in all structured conversations,
congregational spiritual discernment /
theological discussion sessions will be
led by our ministerial team/lay leaders
with dates and times published in the
bulletins.
 Social events with childcare will be
planned in June and September to ensure youth and young families can have
an opportunity to share their thoughts
and faith dreams for Wilmot.
 An actively managed question/
suggestion box will be placed in the
Sanctuary and at coffee hour each Sunday.

HOW CAN YOU BE INVOLVED?
The Steering Committee has been busy since
April, working with Eric in putting together
an engagement plan that involves a number of
ways for members of the congregation to contribute to the visioning discernment process.
We want to ensure all have an opportunity to
be heard.
 An initial listening session with members
of the congregation on April 28th provided
good feedback on the project and offered
direction for the Steering Committee to
consider going forward. A summary of
comments was provided in the May 5th
bulletin.
 Structured conversations will be scheduled
with a number of individual committees
and groups within the church between
May-June and again in September and early October, in addition to facilitated round
table discussions.

 A congregational questionnaire will be
circulated (online and paper copies).
An announcement will be in the bulletin when this will be available.

As a church, we greatly value our partnership with others in delivering our mission.
Therefore, our visioning engagement plan
also involves casting our net into the wider
Fredericton faith community and other
community organizations to understand
where there are opportunities to strengthen
existing relationships and develop new
ones. As such, a community liaison team
of WUC members will be trained by Eric
and will be conducting a series of planned
conversations and facilitated round table
discussions throughout May to September.

(Continued on Page 18)
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Sarah Forbes - Wall of Fame
On Saturday,
May 4th athlete
and former
Frederictonian
Sarah Forbes
was inducted
into the sports
Wall of Fame at
the Delta Hotel.
“It was a lovely
evening,” says
mom Irene,
“with a nice
dinner and ceremony.” Over
the years, Irene
has seen Sarah receive many awards and acclaim for her athletic ability. Best known for
her achievements as a field hockey goaltender,
Irene remembers “Sarah hit the ground running
as soon as she could walk.” Her father Ernie
always recalled the first time toddler Sarah saw
a ball while at the park with her brother James.
She let go of his hand and took off chasing the
ball with absolute glee. It was a picture in his
mind he never forgot.
Naturally gifted, Sarah was involved in many
sports—swimming, basketball, and gymnastics,
anything that involved movement. “Sarah always moved as if she was on ball bearings,”
says Irene, “smooth and fluid and she has an
ability to look at a play on the field and see
where the ball is going to go.” It was this ability and her love of field hockey that took Sarah
to the Canada Summer games in 1989 as a
member of Team New Brunswick where they
won gold. It was at this point that parents Irene
and Ernie realized they were “all in” to support
their daughter with bank accounts, travel, and
all that goes with supporting a top athlete. “We
decided to roll with it and be there for her in any
way we could.” Over the course of her career
Sarah travelled extensively, including to Barcelona and Africa, and because she spoke French

as well as English she was often interviewed
as spokesperson for her team. Irene recalls
“some of the countries the team visited were
so poor that the girls left their clothes and
other belongings there for the local players
and came home with just their uniforms.”
Travel, as well as careful guidance from Irene and Ernie, helped give Sarah a broad prospective on the world. “Being a talented
athlete, we didn’t want her to have just the
single focus of sports, so we also encouraged French Immersion, Brownies, music,
choir and church. Our wish was that she
would grow up to be a well-rounded person.” The plaque on the wall of the Delta
Hotel cites her accomplishments. ‘She
backstopped New Brunswick to the gold
medal in field hockey at the 1989 Canada
Games. She played for the York University
women’s field hockey team and shared the
Gail Wilson Award for outstanding contribution to field hockey in 1997 and was
named York University female athlete of the

Sarah with assistant coach at York
University, Kathy Broderick
year in 1998. She played 17 years on the
Canadian national team as a keeper, representing Canada in 14 international competitions, including three Pan American Games
and three Commonwealth Games. At the
1999 Pan American Games in Winnipeg,
she helped Team Canada to a third place
finish, one of three bronze medals she col-
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lected internationally. She was named goalkeeper of the tournament at the 2008 Olympic Qualifier. She went on to coach the field
hockey teams at York University and the
University of Guelph. She is a member of
the New Brunswick Sports Hall of Fame and
the York University Hall of Fame. Over her
university career, she backstopped the Lions
to three provincial championships in four
years and went to the national championship
tournament five times, winning a silver medal
in 1994. She was a four-time OUAA all-star
and a three-time University Sport AllCanadian.’
Following her athletic career, Sarah worked
as a paramedic in Toronto for ten years and
drove ambulance, a job she loved. She now
lives in Sudbury, Ontario with spouse Stacey
and together they have six-year-old daughter
Rylan. A busy mom, Sarah is still involved
in the world of sports and keeps athletic records for the teams at Laurentian University
and teaches courses to paramedics. Asked if
granddaughter Rylan is following in her
mother’s footsteps, Irene says she is involved
in swimming and is currently more focused
on wiggling her first loose teeth in order to
get her tooth fairy money!
Congratulations from the Wilmot family to
Sarah for your most recent honor and to Irene
and Ernie for raising a wonderful daughter.
☺Kathie Goggin

CONGRATULATIONS
GRADUATES
HIGH SCHOOL
Tara Connolly
Erin Frankhauser
Darcy Gunn
Hannah Kieley
Catriona McIntosh
Rose Messenger
UNIVERSITY / COLLEGE
Dan Luton
Kaleigh McIntosh
Will McIntosh
“Be who you are and say what you feel,
because those who mind don’t matter and
those who matter don’t mind.”– Dr. Seuss

“Do not follow where the path may lead.
Go, instead, where there is no path and
leave a trail.”– Ralph Waldo Emerson

“Whether you think you can or you can’t,
you are right.”– Henry Ford
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through a theological migration. This
migration calls for a re-thinking of how we
read the Bible, from an innocent/literal
approach accepted without question, to an
understanding of its multi-layered and
complex whole. To quote Marcus Borg,
whose books our Seekers Group has also
studied, we need "a way of seeing the Bible
and whole Christian tradition as historical,
metaphorical, and sacramental."

BOOK REVIEW
The Great Spiritual Migration by Brian D.
McLaren is the book chosen for our Seekers
Group to discuss this coming fall term. The
author is a pastor, activist, speaker and a
leading figure in the emerging church
movement. His latest book The Great
Spiritual Migration rounds out the 25 books
that he has written over the past decade,
documenting his spiritual journey from his
early fundamentalism toward becoming a
"hopeful pilgrim moving forward in the
journey of faith."
McLaren explains that the Bible "tells a story
of humans on the move, tracing the human
journey from life as hunter-gatherers" seeking
life-giving resources, to Jesus moving about
the Palestinian countryside with his disciples,
"their physical movements mirroring the
spiritual odyssey on which he led them."
The book is divided into three main sections.
First a challenge for a spiritual migration,
from doctrinal beliefs taught to us by our
denominations and institutions, to a way of
being in the world in relation to others and to
our environment. McLaren says, "Before
Christianity was a rich and powerful religion,
before it was associated with buildings,
budgets, crusades, colonialism, or
televangelism, it began as a revolutionary
nonviolent movement promoting a new kind
of aliveness on the margins of society."
Secondly, he says we sustain our
understanding of the way to be in this world

McLaren's third migration is what he calls a
missional migration, from organized
religion to an "organizing religion", which
opens its heart to the wisdom that all
traditions have to offer. He admonishes
"progressives" to set aside their criticism and
complaints of their conservative brothers and
sisters, and get moving on our common
beliefs in the goodness of the human spirit
and of creation. He goes further to say,
"Multi-faith solutions are necessary because
the crises we face cannot be solved by any
one religion, just as they cannot be contained
by national boundaries." (We can no longer
build walls.)

Each chapter ends with an outline of
contemplative and debateable questions that
can be used for personal or group study.
It is easy to see why our Seekers Group
facilitator, Rev. Don MacDougall, was drawn
to this book. He is a dedicated bird watcher
and monitor of the Common Loon for the
Magaguadavic Lakes Association, supported
by the Canadian Lakes Loon Survey, a
project of Bird Studies Canada. Don writes
in its May 2019 newsletter, "Our loons will
arrive shortly after the ice goes out. They
have spent the winter on the ocean, within a
few kilometers of shore, somewhere between
the Bay of Fundy and the Gulf of Mexico.
They only go ashore in Magaguadavic to
nest, lay eggs and have 1 - 3 young for a brief
period in May and June." Since loon survival
is considered an indicator of our ecosystem's
health, Don finds great joy in documenting
the successful rearing of loon chicks until
they can migrate in the Fall to their winter
habitat.
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In the preface to McLaren's book, the author
muses, "What must it be like to be a young
bird, happily spending winter or summer in
some comfortable location, and then
suddenly to feel the irresistible summons to
migrate? I don't know what it feels like to be
a bird, but I do know what it feels like to be a
human being who feels the call to rise and
move." He declares, "The call to discipleship
is a call to get going."
☺L. Caseley

Care For the Earth With Love

Volunteering at Wilmot Church
with SignUpGenius
Wilmot Church relies on volunteers for the
success of its many programs and services.
Managing these volunteers and ensuring everyone has an opportunity to participate can
require a great deal of time and effort on behalf of a few people.
With that in mind, Wilmot Church has begun
to use the online services of SignUpGenius
to streamline the management of volunteers
for our communion servers, scripture readers, sound system technicians, offering tellers, ushers and greeters as well as the folks
who prepare our coffee and conversation
time.
The SignUpGenius web service helps us by
providing:

Carl Duivenvoorden has spoken to over 400
audiences on topics ranging from efficiency
to ecology to parliamentary procedure. On
Environmental Sunday, May 26, he will
speak to us from his extensive knowledge of
climate change and further inspire our 'Care
for the Earth with Love' initiative here at
Wilmot.
Carl spent five years promoting Canadian
seed potatoes in over 25 countries. He says
that kind of travel has given him a ‘world
view’ of what's really important, and a deep
appreciation of the riches of New Brunswick
where he and his wife Karen live. The birth
of his two sons inspired him to concentrate
his efforts on behalf of the planet Earth,
teaching, speaking and writing.
He was raised on a dairy farm in Belledune
and attended the Nova Scotia Agricultural
College. He has written a biweekly column
for the Daily Gleaner on climate change.
☺Nancy Bauer

•
•
•
•
•
•

a simple and easy sign up process,
access from any device (computer,
phone, tablet) connected to the internet,
the ability to sign up or check your sign
ups from anywhere,
the ability to quickly see which volunteer
opportunities are available,
information about the volunteer opportunity you are thinking about,
email reminders of your sign up commitments, and the ability to add sign ups directly to your digital calendar.

Please consider volunteering in support of
the programs and services that make our
faith community at Wilmot so wonderful.
The easiest way to
sign up is to look for
the green Sign Up
button at the bottom
right of Wilmot
Church’s web page.
(http://www.wilmotuc.nb.ca/ )
See image of “Sign Up” page on Page 8.
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Passive Proactive

In a typical subdivision at the eastern edge of
Fredericton’s city limits sits a very special
house. At first glance from the street it
appears only slightly unusual from the norm,
with its blue sheet metal siding and smallish
north-facing windows. However, once you
experience the full design, and certainly once
you see the remarkably low monthly power

bills, you’ll quite likely wish the house was
yours.
In late September of 2018, Kelly and Bruce
Ebbett moved into their custom-built passive
house that was planned for them and their
two boys. Conceived with comfort and cost
savings in mind, their home also boasts a
very intelligently-planned interior layout.
Wanting to achieve a long-term solution to
reduce their carbon footprint and prepare for
the onslaught of climate change, the Ebbetts
achieved what few do in these days of
consumption and monster homes: they built a
perfectly-scaled compact house, and they
understood how the skin and systems of a
passive house can encourage a minimal
amount of energy use.
They contacted local passive house designer
Garth Hood and hired Urquhart Construction
as the contractor – under the watchful eye of
Tim Naugler as head carpenter. The team
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created a building envelope that has twice the
recommended insulation values in the walls
and roof and uses imported triple-glazed
windows and doors that work like a Swiss
watch with their sophisticated tilt-turn design.
For those that are sticklers for number details,
the Ebbett house R-values are R64 in the 18”

Check out the thickness of these walls.
thick walls and R80 in the roof, with the triple
-paned windows being an unbelievably high
R7.4. To put the latter in perspective, it’s very
likely that sections of some Wilmot members’
older homes might have walls that hold in
heat about the same as the Ebbett windows.
Where most standard new homes in
Fredericton have 2x6 stud walls with batt
insulation and a thin outside layer of rigid
insulation as a sort of “sweater” sheathing, the
Ebbett house has a full second wall built of
vertical wood I-joists running the full height
of the house, filled with cellulose insulation.
The thick walls are far from overwhelming,
but rather comforting like a traditional heavytimber house with deep window wells.
A key to passive design success is not only
the technology, but the conscious siting and
orientation of the house. While the
aforementioned north-facing side has few
windows, the backyard southern façade is
loaded with windows, welcoming the free
solar energy. Modest overhangs on this

building face allow the low-angle winter sun
to come in unhindered but block out the
summer sun which is at a much higher angle
throughout the day. That’s right, sometimes
working with nature can give you all the free
stuff you need.
It’s a passive house, but also a very smart
and liveable house. The inside lower floor is
an open plan with a large kitchen-livingdining space, while an uninsulated backyardfacing sunporch is waiting for them to be in
there any day now. They picked the lot
perfectly, not only with its southern
orientation, but it backs right on to the city
trail, with woods on the other side that will
likely never be developed. There are smart
mechanical systems that reuse typically
wasted heat like the heat recovery coils that
capture the warmth from grey water that
flows out the drain pipes, or their clothes
dryer that pumps all the excess heat back into
the house (although Kelly prefers to hangdry on their clothesline).

Impressive indeed, especially considering the
long winter we just came through. When was
the last time your annual heating bill was
under $200? For Kelly and Bruce, it was this
past year.
For further information on the advantages of
a passive solar house, go to
www.passivehouse-international.org.
☺John Leroux
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News from Ministry & Personnel
Committee
Ministry and Personnel (M&P) Committees in
pastoral charges have 3 distinct roles for
matters involving staff and relationships of the
pastoral charge staff to each other and to
people in the congregation: consultative and
supportive role, healthy relationships role, and
supervisory role.
In the church, some are called to specific
ministries of leadership, both lay and ordered;
some witness to the good news; some uphold
the art of worship; some comfort the grieving
and guide the wandering; some build up the
community of wisdom; some stand with the
oppressed and work for justice.
To embody God’s love in the world,
the work of the church requires
the ministry and discipleship of all believers.
(A Song of Faith)
Staff Changes:
“Often when you think you’re at the end of
something, you’re at the beginning of
something else.” – Fred Rogers
We give thanks & wish all the best to two
retiring staff members.
Marlene Phillips, Office Administrator for the
past 28 years retiring end of September
Virginia Leiter, Organist since Sept 2007
retiring June 23, 2019.
M&P has reviewed and revised job
descriptions, sought input from retiring staff,
Wilmot leadership & community. We will be
submitting Job Postings to various sources by
the end of May. Interview committees will be
established with hopes that we can
recommend candidates before Sept. We will
keep Wilmot Community updated and
welcome you to spread the word re: these
positions.
Please stay tuned for bulletin notices of dates
when we’ll celebrate these women who have
been a significant part of Wilmot and our
ministry. Come join us on Sunday June 23,

following worship to recognize Virginia’s
contribution to our Music ministry.
Summer Employee: We welcome Matthew
Chase to the position “Tour Guide, VBS, and
Administrative assistant” for 8 weeks thanks
to a Federal Summer Jobs Grant (CSJ).
Incident Reports & Procedures: M&P
reviewed the procedure and form for
Reporting Incidents in Dec 2018. What is an
incident? Any event involving injury or
where safety is a concern. We are looking at
incidents in a broad sense of the word.
Incidents need to be handled when they
happen asap by those involved and
appropriate people called upon as needed. A
report form is to be completed immediately
following any event involving injury or
where a violation of safety has occurred. This
form is a tool that will facilitate and
compliment communication. It is important
to communicate all incidents so that the
leadership of Wilmot church is aware of
details, any action taken and what further
response may be needed. This can be
valuable for insurance reasons. Also we may
learn what needs to be improved resulting in
better risk management. This is part of
Wilmot’s Risk Management Plan. Wilmot
Door Supervisors (if they are on duty at the
time) will be responsible to initiate this
process and complete the form. The door
supervisor may ask someone else at the scene
to assist. Anyone involved in the incident
may also get a form to complete. More than
one incident report form can be complete and
submitted for the same incident. Forms are
located in the Supervisor’s Binder on their
desk and in the Carleton St. Entrance Bulletin
holder.
Invitation for 1-2 additional Committee
Members: Interested, want to learn more?
Give me a call… we can have a coffee &
chat.
☺Judy Coates 454-5631 or
judycoates@rogers.com M&P chair.
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WILMOT WRITERS GROUP
In the January 2005 issue of Words from
Wilmot a query was posted, "Are there any
writers out there in Wilmot land who would
like to form a writers group?" Nancy Bauer
who submitted this invitation went on to say,
"It has been my experience that participating
in such a group encourages me to write
regularly by promising me an immediate
response and also by making me feel guilty
if I don't have anything to bring to the
group." Nancy says she thinks it was Peter
Short who prompted her to start a writers
group at Wilmot.

Since 2005, seven to ten aspiring writers
have met twice monthly to support each
other's creativity, while offering encouraging
feedback over a mug of tea and often a
delicious dessert made by our ex-officio
member Meca Laverty. The group embraces
and nourishes everyone who wants to write.
Nancy, the
founder of our
group, as well as
an earlier founder
of the Maritime
Writers'
Workshop and
the Writers
Federation of
New Brunswick,
has been the
mentor,
facilitator and

advocate for each of us as we attempt many
genres of literature: novels, short stories, one
-act plays, poems, memoirs, family history,
sermons and opinion essays. Our group
celebrated our 10th Anniversary in June 2015
when Carolyn Atkinson researched our
history, and many of our members presented
their creative writing at Odd Sundays at
Molly's.
Nancy has five published novels to her
credit, and there are many disappointed
followers around the province who always
read her weekly column "State of the Art" in
the Saturday edition of The Telegraph
Journal when it was discontinued in 2017.
Writers Group members Elizabeth,
Sassimint, Ted, Ernie and Jo-Ann are also
published authors, while Rose has
contributed to 3 anthologies and 2 articles in
The United Church Observer. Kathie has
been involved with the Literacy Coalition of
New Brunswick, WFNB's Writers in the
Schools Program, as well as teaching creative
writing courses to seniors and for university
extension programs.
Nancy, Kathie and Lucille serve on the
Wilmot Information Team and organize the
contribution of the many articles for each
issue, which often involves conducting
interviews for feature articles about
Wilmoteers to help you to get to know our
church family better. Sometimes we publish
our poems and hymns in Words from Wilmot
to express our deep feelings for the spiritual
life of our church. All who participate in our
writers group have formed strong bonds and
have built a safe space for creativity.
☺L. Caseley
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Meghan MacTavish

Hockey Canada writes, “Whether she’s
travelling the world, mentoring young
officials or sharing her passion with her
daughter, Meghan MacTavish is leaving her
mark on the game.” The headline in the
Daily Gleaner was “N. B. official
MacTavish: Have whistle, will travel.”
Meghan has just come back from her second
trip to Budapest where she refereed games
for the International Ice Hockey Federation
World Championship tournament, her sixth
IIHF assignment. Her refereeing has also
taken her to Austria, Poland, and France. She
has worked many Canadian tournaments.
It all started in Ottawa where she played
ringette, switched to hockey, and then with
her father Paul Mallette took workshops in
refereeing. She came to St. Thomas
University in 2004, tried out as a walk-on
and played hockey for one year. She fell in
love with Fredericton.
By then she realized that her passion was for
refereeing. “I found my niche.” She
discovered that she had a natural ability for
the profession. “I’m a lot better referee than a

player.” One thing she likes is that, “I get to
skate for the whole sixty minutes.” New
Brunswick does such a good job of
developing referees that there ought to be
more effort at recruitment, she thinks.
Hockey NB, especially John O’Toole, has
always supported her. Tim Peel of the NHL
is one of the referees that NB has produced.
In the province she referees for many teams,
male and female: STU, UNB, Junior A men,
high school triple A among them, “any
hockey available to me so that I can grow.”
She is now a level five official. She is known
as being an enthusiastic mentor young people
in the art as well as the craft of the
profession.
Meghan not only fell in love with
Fredericton, she fell in love with a
Frederictonian, Mark MacTavish. They have
a four year old daughter Ellie who loves to
come to Sunday school. When her mother is
traveling, Ellie is here in the company of her
father or her grandparents, Richard and
Debbie MacTavish. While I was talking to
Meghan, she several times expressed her
gratitude for their support. Ellie’s cousins
Ava and Gwen are also in our Sunday school.
She is grateful as well for the support in her
job at RustiCo, the flexibility her boss allows
her. “I like my job. The restaurant is bright,
airy.” In fact, she feels that the whole of
Fredericton and New Brunswick support her.
Ellie starts ringette in the fall. One advantage
over hockey that ringette has is that skating is
the primary focus in that sport. “There’s a big
ringette program in New Brunswick.”
Meghan is respected for her skating, for her
skill in positioning herself, for her
knowledge of the game, and for her “ability
to calmly manage conflict.” She “has become
a role model among Atlantic officials and
regularly mentors up-and-coming referees
and linesmen who want to progress in the
game,” writes Chris Jurewicz in Hockey
Canada.
☺Nancy Bauer
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An Update on Our Seniors’
Group

AN UPDATE ON OUR AED
In the June, 2018 issue of Words from Wilmot,
Eric Beairsto wrote an article about Wilmot’s
purchasing of an AED (automated external defibrillator.) Since then, Greg Black, with the assistance of a training AED model provided to us
by Eric, has familiarized many within our congregation with the AED. Our children, youth and
many in the congregation have listened, asked
questions and learned. Eric, Manager for Training & Quality Assurance for Ambulance New
Brunswick, recently wrote “Since Wilmot has
installed their AED, an additional 8 people here
in NB have been saved and are alive and healthy
today because a member of the public has utilized one of our AEDs.” Hopefully, Wilmot’s
will never need to be used, but if the need arises,
we will be ready.
☺Ellen Beairsto
Note: Above image is not an exact image of our
AED but simply used to enhance this article.

Just as Sunday School and Youth
Groups are important for our younger
generation, so are our gatherings for our
Seniors & Retirees. In my office sits a
small beautifully woven basket quietly
waiting for new hands to pick it up.

With lists of activities along with names
of Seniors, the basket speaks of love,
fellowship and helping hands. It speaks
of not only reaching out to the Seniors
but to those who are in need of our pastoral care – be it a drive to Saint John
for treatments or a dinner as one recovers. As I sit in my office and thumb
through the papers reading the names of
our Seniors over the past few years –
(Continued on Page 14)
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(Seniors continued from Page 13)

some who are no longer with us – great memories surface.
A basket, paper clips and scribbles, lists and
phone numbers, check marks and a small blue
pencil case holding some money describe only
one piece of our ministry here at Wilmot but
such an incredibly important and powerful
one. When I reached out to accept this basket,
I was accepting far more than a list of names
and organizational charts. The basket was
filled with reflections of passionate and caring
hearts. Most recently, Susan Breen and Brenda Cameron have been keepers of ‘the basket’
and a fine job they did. “Thank you” is never
a big enough word to leave our lips but it
comes from our hearts and in some small way
recognizes our appreciation for the work that
they have done over the years. For more years
than is recorded, the work of this basket has
been passed along from one pair of caring
hands to another. Its contents grew when the
‘Circle of Care’ was added and a new list appeared of willing drivers and cooks who were
ready to go into action with only a phone call
if an individual or a family was in need of a
meal. Many a freezer holds ready-made soups,
cookies and casseroles waiting to be called
upon when a need arises.
The programs, the fellowship, the conversations at the Senior’s gatherings are heartwarming. Consider joining us. Our final adventure before summer is our Annual Mystery
Tour which will
head out on June
11 to places unknown. If you are
interested or have
any questions as
to exactly what a
Mystery Tour is, give me a call (206-1943). It
will be a great day!
With great appreciation and a thank you.
☺Ellen

Children and Youth Corner
I sit here in Sackville at the Annual Conference of the United Churches in this area of
the country trying to finish this article before the deadline! As the youth and I travelled the road between Fredericton and
Sackville, a young voice would quietly ask
about the distance left to travel or how long
would it be before we get there. Sound familiar? They were so excited to begin their
adventure with other youth from NB, NS,
Gaspe and Bermuda. Mya McAllister, Loic
Enriquez and Jonathan Chase will spend

the weekend here at Conference listening,
discussing, laughing, making friends, creating a worship service for the entire gathering before heading back home exhausted but
with a warm heart. How blessed I am – how
blessed we all are to have such amazing
young people in our midst. When I’m with
them, I marvel at their strength, knowledge
and good humor. They give us so much
hope, but you – their church family - give to
them as well. Your faith, your support, your
kind words remind them that you care mentoring within them a kind and gracious
heart. Thank you!
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service dogs as well as organic gardening.
The youth have even strolled down to Tim’s
and sat around a table sharing their thoughts.
On Easter Sunday, when the front of the
sanctuary was filled with children, it brought
such joy and hope to everyone’s heart. We
have so much to celebrate.
We are looking forward to our VBS program
in partnership with St. Paul’s United Church
held here at Wilmot running from July 22 –
26. It will be a full day program! The mornings will find us focusing on the VBS program, “Everywhere Fun Fair - Where
God’s World Comes Together” With the
verse from Luke 10:27, “Love, the Lord your
God….and love your neighbor as yourself”,

Our Sunday School program continues to
bring learning, joy and many smiles to the
children’s faces. These past few months, we
have created our own program. We have followed the lectionary – the same scripture and
focus as the Worship Service. We have had an
agape feast, sat around a bonfire storytelling
complete with smores. We have served Communion, sang, learned to sign the Lord’s Prayer. We have listened to stories, learned about
we will travel the world learning about customs and cultures near and far. We will hear
stories from the Bible, sing, play and have
fun. A few afternoons we even hope to spend
out of doors. We will gather from 9:00 –
4:00. If you have a child or grandchild who
would like to attend, give us a call. If you are
a youth and able to assist, please let us know.
The youth have been busy both within the
life of our church as well as within the life of
our community. We have not only come together on Sunday mornings but have also
met here at the church in the evening. We
(Continued on Page 16)
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(Youth continued from Page 15)

have skated, gone out for supper and stayed
overnight at Ellen’s cottage. We were even
invited for a tour of Alex & Jacob Ebbett’s
new home where we learned a little about
building a Passive House. We have attended
productions both at George Street Middle
School as well as at the Playhouse. In April 1st
St. Margaret’s Scout Troop which involves
some of our youth – Jamie Heard as well as
Loic & Yann Enriquez and their mother,
Yessica - came to Wilmot with recipes and
ingredients in hand and made lasagnas for our
friends at Wednesday @ Wilmot. It was such
a great success! Taking their lead, on Tuesday, June 4, some of our youth will be making bread pudding for our W@W guests as
this will be W@W’s last gathering before
summer.
And now before I sign off, I would like to
congratulate all our graduates. We wish you
all the best as you continue your journey and
remember to keep in touch.

Have a great summer & blessings
from the children, youth,
the leadership team & Ellen.

Jeff Beairsto and his
niece, Charlotte on
Easter Sunday
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a further $ 10,000.00 to the Capital Maintenance Fund which will see the outstanding
painting of the remaining 2 exterior walls of
our Church completed this summer.

Women of our Wilmot congregation responded to our Foodless Food sale letter in great
numbers and we certainly appreciate their
willingness to share in this early Winter fundraiser ($ 2,420.00) to get us into a running
start! Thank you to all who have and continue
to support us in this endeavor. You will find
the amounts donated on your charitable receipt from Wilmot in February 2020.

Our meetings continue on a monthly schedule until June and then resume in September
for more fun in community. We meet the second Monday of the month at 1:00 pm. Come
out and join us!
☺Judy Pope

Recycling in another
form took place with our
UCW ordering compostable coffee cups and
juice glasses for all Wilmot groups to use in
their service to the wider
community.
The Spring rummage sale saw us break records ($ 2,646.00 +) and the many volunteers
allowed us to open to the public for Friday
afternoon and Saturday morning. This is a
heavy commitment and involves a large number of our congregation to work side by side
in a light spirited atmosphere where your
spare articles become special items for others.
Community Living are the recipients of most
of the remaining articles.
Before our summer
break, we have managed
to secure funding
through your generous
donations and efforts, to
send $ 3,700.00 to Mission & Service Fund and

Floodwaters were rising on the St. John
River but folks still gathered for the Easter
Sunrise Service.
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(Wilmot Growing Together, continued from Page 3)

SHARING WHAT WE LEARN
To assist with our discernment process,
regular feedback will be provided to the
congregation to share our learnings
throughout the 5-6 month engagement
process, through notices in the bulletin,
updates on the WUC website, congregational emails, and planned congregational gatherings.

We Sing of the Spirit
We sing of the Spirit that blows through our lives
the force of its vibrancy wrapped in disguise
of blinding snow swirling and gusts that surprise
‘till soft breezes blow and awaken our eyes.

We sing of the Spirit that blows o’er the sands

In the late Fall of 2019, a presentation of
findings and a draft vision will be presented to the congregation for discussion
and feedback. Any refinements will be
made and a report will be taken to Council in November, followed by a presentation to the members at the annual meeting in February.

it shapes dunes and hillocks with artistic hands
it uncovers dry bones and brings life to birth
it whispers to starlight and dances in mirth.

We sing of the Spirit when dark storm clouds hide
the sun from our sky and we drift with the tide
when life-giving breath we no longer control
we rest in the Spirit that cradles our soul.

The Steering Committee welcomes any
questions or comments you may wish to
☺L. Caseley share with us as we start on our journey
March 2019 of Wilmot Growing Together - developing our vision one conversation at a
tune St. Denio, VU#223 time. These can be directed to us at wilmotuc@nbsympatico.ca or you can
speak to one of the members of the
Steering Committee.
☺Anne Marie Atkinson
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I was Northbound hiker #304 to climb
Springer Mountain down in Georgia, and
I'm now #15 to arrive in Harpers Ferry!
Coming into town was the strangest feeling,
because everyone I passed on the street was
congratulating me on the accomplishment of
getting here... I felt like a celebrity even
though I was smelly and covered in mud!

Dan Luton on the Appalachian Trail
Dan Luton – one of our Wilmot youth members - has been hiking the 2000+ miles of the
Appalachian Trail that stretches from Georgia
to Maine for the past few months. It’s been a
dream of his since high school. He has just
graduated from business school at Acadia
University and felt now was the perfect time
to do the hike. At press time he has completed 75% of the trail and hopes to reach Mount
Katahdin, Maine by the end of June. This is
an excerpt from his online blog.
I walked 500 miles, and I walked 500 more.
Descending the Appalachian Ridge yesterday
into Harpers Ferry, West Virginia, I couldn't
feel my legs. Not because of the miles I'd put
on them to get here (1,025!), but because I've
spent years dreaming of what it would feel
like to successfully hike this Trail, and I've
now reached one of the largest milestones.
Harpers Ferry is the home of the Appalachian
Trail Conservancy - the government organization that oversees the protection and maintenance of the Trail. Although not at the exact
halfway point mileage-wise, it's generally referred to as the mental midpoint for thruhikers.

Climbing out of Damascus on my first full
day of hiking in VA, I caught up to a group
of thru hikers who were aiming for a shelter
16 miles north of town. We arrived at the
shelter early in the day - too early for me to
call it quits - so I decided to push on solo up
the next mountain and camp near the summit. While I was treated to a spectacular
sunset and a 360' view of the rolling mountains around me, the night took a turn for the
worse when I ended up in a 1-hour standoff
after dusk with a persistent pack of coyotes.
Every time I tried to fall asleep, I would
hear their footsteps in the dry leaves as they
tried to sneak up on my campsite. Eventually, they gave up and the night progressed
without incident... it was a fun adrenaline
rush.
Hiking through the Grayson Highlands was
a treat, with some spectacular ridges and
herds upon herds of wild ponies! While
most of them were shy, a couple of younger
ponies approached me on the southern edge
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Hang in there Dan!
Wanting to catch up to the hikers I knew must be just ahead
of me, and hearing from
friends behind me that a Norovirus (nasty 24-hour flu often
arising from water source contamination) epidemic was wiping out hikers just south of me,
I turned on the afterburners
and pumped out multiple 30+
mile days, stopping quickly in
the Trail town of Daleville, VA
for a re-supply and a meal at a
fantastic Mexican restaurant.

We’re on the
web at
wilmotuc.nb.ca
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of the State Park, likely hoping for
some apples or carrots. When I had no
food to offer them, they took out their
frustrations on my trekking poles chewing the handles up and starting a
tug-of-war with them. After ten
minutes, I ingloriously had to break
up the pony fights to retrieve my slobber-covered equipment. A very cool
and unique experience interacting
with those beautiful animals, though.
After the Grayson Highlands, I hit a
lull in Trail traffic. Before that point,
I'd been walking on and off with a
bunch of other hikers but all of a sudden activity on the Trail dropped to
almost nil. For almost a week and a
half I was hiking and camping alone,
maybe passing one person headed in
the opposite direction each day who
would be thrown off by my enthusiastic "HELLO!" because I was just so
excited to see a living being that wasn't a chipmunk trying to steal my trail
mix. It was cool to get so much time
to think and immerse myself in the
wilderness, but I absolutely missed the
social element of hiking and sharing
my experiences during that time.

The last major section of Virginia was a 100 mile stretch
through the Shenandoah National Park. Down in Tennessee, a former thru-hiker had
told me that the Shenandoah's
are the "Cadillac of the Southern Appalachians," and I
couldn't agree more. With
spectacular views, gradual
climbs and descents, and an
abundance of wildlife, I
wished that I could have taken
another month just exploring
every side trail in the Park. My
only complaint is that every
other hiker I met bragged
about how many bears they
had seen around, and I saw
none!! I'd love to see some
bears, just as long as it's from a
safe distance and not around
my campsites. Much of the
Park was still closed to general
tourists, as the Shenandoah's
were hit with some nasty
storms over the winter and
there was lots of blowdown.
Some areas felt like post-war
zones. It was eerie.
☺Dan Luton
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